
SAVE TIGER

Save Tigers Now. is a global campaign by World Wildlife Fund and Leonardo DiCaprio to build the number of wild tigers
by , the next year of the tiger.

The tiger is a unique animal which plays a pivotal role in the health and diversity of an ecosystem. Share Post:.
Monitor tiger numbers, population trends, and threats to tigers and their habitats. Diseases like Feline
Panleukopenia, Tuberculosis, Sarcocystis have to lead to endangered of tigers. A steep fall in tiger population
could lead to a rise in herbivore population, which could potentially destroy forests by consuming the trees
and plants. Buffer areas: the buffer areas are subjected to 'conservation-oriented land use'. It lives mainly in
the southeastern tip of Russia, in the region of the Amur River, on the border with China, near the shores of
the Sea of Japan. Our Goal Multiple thriving populations of tigers across their range and in all the habitats in
which they are found. The extinction of this top predator is an indication that its ecosystem is not sufficiently
protected, and neither would it exist for long thereafter. When a species goes extinct, it leaves behind a scar.
Sale of tiger skin and body parts is banned by the government. However, rising sea levels caused by climate
change threaten to wipe out these forests and the last remaining habitat of this tiger population. Our work
includes building local capacity to manage protected areas, coordinating with partners to manage core tiger
areas and corridors, and addressing human-wildlife conflict and the impacts of infrastructure development in
tiger landscapes. The Centre has given approval to Kudremukh National Park Karnataka for the State to
declare it as a tiger reserve, which is yet to be done. We invest in stronger law enforcement by improving the
effectiveness of wildlife rangers, training personnel from enforcement agencies on tools such as SMART
Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool , and empowering community patrols and enforcement networks. In
every media, the advertisement should be given. Poaching and Illegal wildlife trade Every part of the
tigerâ€”from whisker to tailâ€”is traded in illegal wildlife markets. Why WCS? In addition, WCS provides
technical support and intelligence to park rangers and local enforcement agencies that enables the capture of
hundreds of illegal poachers and traffickers of tigers and their prey. A recent trend has been the hunting of
tigers for human consumption. WWF has chosen places to focus its resources based on the best available
science. In a study conducted in Ranthambore tiger reserve and published in , geographer Kuldeep Pareta
found that the estimated carbon stock in Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve fell progressively between to  They are
recovering slowly, only in some reserves where protection has improved, WCS says. Furthermore, such
conflict can erode public support for tigers. In , three Siberian tigers were released, after 50 years of absence in
this region. The figures are frightening, it is incontestable. The IUCN currently recognises nine subspecies,
three of which are extinct in the wild. How will we get there? Strengthening the regional offices of the NTCA.
We continue to champion transnational wildlife enforcement networks and build strategies to reduce demand
for tiger parts and products. Spread of disease among tiger population There is certain disease that spread like
an epidemic. The area now serves as a national model for tiger recovery, and WCS's tactics are being
replicated in neighboring protected areas. At the turn of the 20th century, it is estimated that India probably
had many thousands of tigers in the wild. India is home to 70 per cent of global tiger population. Forest land is
now only 26 per cent of the total land area in Asia and the Pacific put together, which accounts for about
one-fifth of the world's forests or million hectares, according to a Food and Agriculture Organization FAO
report. It has the legal status of a national park or wildlife sanctuary. Wildlife Tigers The majestic tiger, once
the top predator of nearly all of Asia's vast tropical and temperate forests, today faces a persistent suite of
nearly overwhelming dangers in a vastly diminished range. As forests shrink and prey becomes scarce, tigers
are forced to leave protected areas in search of their own territories. If there are no tigers there will be no
forest as all grass eaters animals will live. The natural population of these beautiful felines that we are used to
seeing under captivity is disintegrating slowly.


